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Many digital platforms such as eBay, Uber, and Airbnb are multi-sided marketplaces that connect buyers with sellers, riders with drivers, and guests with hosts. Balancing the interests of very different users on both sides of a marketplace is a challenging process. However, despite evidence of platforms’ continuing efforts to effectively balance supply, demand, pricing, offerings, and service quality, concerns that marketplace operators mistreat, abuse, or exploit participants on one side of the marketplace have triggered competition investigations and legislative efforts in several jurisdictions.

A recent example of such regulation occurred in New York City, where the City Council, to “help ensure the survival” of local restaurants, passed a new law that caps delivery services’ fees on restaurants: 15 percent per order for delivery, and 5 percent per order for all other services except payment processing fees. However well-intentioned these caps may be, economic research shows that price cap policies frequently backfire and may harm the very stakeholders they were supposed to protect. Specifically, in the restaurant delivery domain, one very recent study found that fee caps resulted in fewer orders to independent restaurants and more orders to chain restaurants – presumably the opposite of what legislators intended.

The fee cap policies in New York and elsewhere offer cautionary tales of how policymakers who ignore economics and empirical research when regulating emerging technologies and marketplaces can harm constituents. It would be preferable for policymakers to use their oversight power to learn about new markets and then encourage market-driven solutions (e.g., tiered fees), that are dynamic and evolve with the industry and are not confined to a particular geographic area.

This paper reviews some of the available research on the regulation of multi-sided marketplaces, as well as some specific aspects of the New York City fee cap law on delivery apps operating in the city. It concludes that government-imposed fee caps – with rare exceptions – are bad policy.

Lawmakers in New York and other localities aiming to improve market conditions for smaller restaurants should instead consider policies that (1) promote platform competition (including by reducing barriers to entry for new delivery services and encouraging consumers and restaurants to use several platforms) and (2) provide direct support to smaller restaurants.
Background: What is a Multi-Sided Platform?

Many digital platforms function as matchmaking marketplaces between two or more sides, making them "multi-sided"; for example, eBay matches buyers and sellers and Uber matches riders and drivers. Multi-sided platforms create rules and fee structures for participants looking to be matched. However, unlike a government regulator that defines rules of engagement between different stakeholders, a non-government platform is directly involved in the business too, as it earns commissions, fees, and other revenues paid by participants. Balancing the interests of platform participants is a fundamental and dynamic process that all multi-sided platforms must manage.

The Economics of Multi-Sided Platforms

Economists have shown that setting different fee levels and structures to the different platform sides (referred to as "asymmetric treatment") is a natural market outcome. For example, more diner participants on a food delivery platform can attract more and better restaurants to participate, and more and better restaurants can attract more diners. A certain degree of scale can allow the platform to provide additional services that benefit restaurants, such as expanded marketing services, analytical insights on key performance indicators, more efficient delivery, and loyalty programs to incentivize consumers to return. These "positive spillover" effects motivate delivery platforms to subsidize the more price-sensitive side of their marketplaces (i.e., diners) and collect commissions and fees from the other side (i.e., restaurants).[1] Sometimes, the subsidized side even obtains the platform’s service for free or receives rewards for joining or using the platform. This is the case, for example, with the OpenTable restaurant reservations platform, which subsidizes diners and is paid by restaurants.

However, such asymmetric treatment of the two sides does not necessarily mean that one side benefits at the expense of the other, because more users on one side – buyers, for example – could make the platform more valuable to participants on the other side – sellers in this case. As a result, sellers sometimes prefer that a platform subsidizes buyers. In general, asymmetric treatment of buyers and sellers does not imply a reduction in economic efficiency nor in the total benefits of buyers, sellers, and the platform.

However, ongoing controversies and debates related to multi-sided platforms or marketplaces – intensified by the COVID-19 pandemic – raise the concern that large platforms may mistreat, abuse, or exploit just one side of the platform, or a subset of that side. For example:
• some merchants are frustrated by the amount of transaction fees and anti-steering clauses of major credit card companies [2],

• some app developers complain about the rules concerning and amount of commission fees on Apple’s iOS ecosystem [3],

• some third-party sellers claim that their contracts with e-commerce platforms include unfair terms [4],

• some legislators responded to frustrations of ride-sharing platform drivers by introducing bills requiring platforms to treat drivers as employees rather than contractors [5], and

• some delivery workers reportedly felt squeezed by platform algorithms [6].

These complaints from one side of a platform suggest that even if asymmetric treatment of buyers and sellers is economically driven, the economic forces underlying the asymmetric treatment – namely the economic spillovers or so-called “indirect network effects” across the two sides – could be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the positive effects of asymmetric treatment enable economies-of-scale in buyer-seller coordination; on the other, the more attractive a large platform becomes to buyers, the more likely it is that the platform enjoys, and could exploit, “gatekeeper” power over sellers.

It is certainly true that sellers - though they always have the choice - may not appreciate the value of asymmetric treatment and may only begrudgingly use a large platform that charges higher fees or imposes stricter rules on them, especially when no other platforms offer similar access to the buyer base. A few policy reports even argue that positive spillover effects exacerbate asymmetric treatment between the two sides and may also strengthen the market power of a leading platform in the long run.[7] Indeed, this concern has triggered antitrust investigations and legislative efforts to regulate large platforms in different countries [8], despite a paucity of empirical evidence of market power abuse and economic analysis indicating that buyers and sellers are better off when asymmetric treatment occurs. Such government efforts to regulate multi-sided platforms are discussed in the next section.
The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated legislative efforts pertaining to multi-sided marketplaces. This has resulted in a number of U.S. cities enacting caps or ceilings on the commission fees that on-demand delivery platforms such as DoorDash, Uber Eats, and Grubhub can charge to independent restaurants. In two cities, those caps, which were originally intended as temporary emergency pandemic measures, have been made permanent. New York City’s temporary cap on delivery platforms’ fees, which was recently made permanent, prohibits delivery services from charging restaurants more than 15 percent per order for delivery and more than 5 percent per order for all other fees except payment processing fees. These fee caps were enacted despite economic research showing that such policies can backfire and harm the very restaurants they aim to protect.

How do on-demand food delivery multi-sided platforms work and add value to the participants? They aggregate large numbers of hungry consumers, present restaurant options to the consumer, collect buyer orders via mobile apps, transmit the orders to restaurants, and provide delivery personnel who pick up and deliver the food to buyers. For consumers, on-demand delivery platforms offer convenient access to food from a variety of restaurants. For restaurants, the platforms provide access to a broader customer base, marketing tools to attract consumer attention and encourage orders, and efficient delivery with no upfront costs (e.g., hiring delivery personnel). For providing the above services, delivery platforms charge fees on both the consumer and restaurant sides of the marketplace.

Given significant competition among delivery platforms, including between market leaders DoorDash, Uber Eats and Grubhub, it is no surprise that these platforms are driven by market forces to lower fees on the consumer side of the equation. In order to pay for their substantial costs to facilitate a delivery network, restaurant fees on the platforms can be as high as 30 percent of order amounts, depending on the suite of platform services that restaurants choose. However, the marketplace of available delivery platforms – including those serving smaller niches like pizza-only delivery – is still evolving, and some entrant platforms to the on-demand food delivery market are exploring new business tactics, including charging restaurants fixed monthly fees in lieu of per-order commissions.

In addition to the all-inclusive flat-fee approach, many on-demand delivery platforms now offer restaurants a choice of whether to pay more of the costs associated with their food deliveries or shift some or all of the costs to their customers. For instance, in 2021, DoorDash introduced a
a tiered fee model (Basic, Plus, Premier) with commissions ranging from 15-30 percent, each offering a different level of service pertaining to marketing radius, delivery radius, and other features such as inclusion in the DashPass consumer-loyalty offering.[14] This market-driven approach enables sellers to self-select into the service category and fee structure that suits them best, and, crucially, enables platforms to compete with each other on each service tier. This produces increased competition among all on-demand delivery platforms, which economic research indicates is favorable to marketplace participants.[15]

In the view of many economists, market-driven solutions like tiered fees are generally preferable for several reasons: they are dynamic and evolve with the industry, they are guided by market forces, and they are not confined to a particular geographic area. This is in stark contrast to the more static, lesser-informed nature of regulating still-evolving markets locally.

NYC Food Delivery Platform Regulation: Specific Considerations

In New York City in particular, there are important distinctions between on-demand food delivery platforms and other large digital platforms that have attracted regulatory attention.

- First, the market for on-demand delivery is far from settled or concentrated. In addition to numerous platforms entering and exiting, there is a significant number of substantial incumbents, including DoorDash, Uber Eats, Grubhub, and ChowNow.

- Second, the barriers to entry in on-demand food delivery are significantly lower, e.g., a local pizza shop can utilize the pizza-specific delivery app Slice, or even use off-the-shelf tools to offer its own app for on-demand local delivery. As a result, new entrants are continuing to emerge.[16]

- Third, consumers and restaurants can relatively easily use multiple on-demand delivery platforms (“multi-homing”), and many do so.

- Fourth, on-demand food delivery platforms face competitive pressures from other platforms operating in closely adjacent and still evolving spaces, including on-demand delivery platforms of groceries and other convenience products, (e.g., GoPuff, Jokr, Gorillas, and Getir), and “scheduled food delivery” sellers such as Freshly (now part of Nestlé), HelloFresh, Go Fresh, Blue Apron, and Sunbasket.
Economics 101: Why Delivery Fee Caps Hurt Independent Restaurants

Researchers have recently considered local regulations that impose caps on the commission fees that on-demand delivery platforms can charge smaller independent restaurants.[17] They found that while a commission fee cap may appear to benefit smaller restaurants by allowing them to retain a larger revenue share, such regulations are also likely to create substantial downstream effects that may hurt those very same restaurants. In particular, a commission fee cap is bound to induce responses from on-demand delivery platforms, who may raise fees on consumers, reduce efforts to promote smaller independent restaurants, and increase efforts to support chain and out-of-town restaurants for which the fee caps do not apply.

More specifically, researchers examined restaurant performance across the leading U.S. on-demand delivery platforms to quantify the effects of commission fee caps imposed in 14 U.S. cities. The data covered more than 200,000 restaurants, including more than 60,000 chain restaurants, and the studied platforms had about 90 percent market share during the period examined.[18] The researchers’ data indicates that 51 percent of chain restaurants operate on the delivery platforms compared to only 33 percent of independent restaurants. The study utilized additional data on restaurant foot traffic and length of customers’ stay inside restaurants (to measure demand by customers staying a very short time interval and thus not dining in), as well as aggregate weekly restaurant transaction data to determine the fraction of revenues that comes through the delivery platforms versus the restaurants’ own sales channels.

Recognizing that different cities enacted fee caps at different times, the researchers used a statistical framework that compares the performance differences between restaurants in “treated” cities (with mandatory caps) and a control group of restaurants in cities without caps. The researchers found that restaurants in cities with mandatory fee caps experience a 1.4 percent reduction in customer orders. However, this aggregate decrease commingles two effects: some restaurants benefited from increased demand after the fee caps were imposed, whereas others were harmed. In particular, chain restaurants in the regulated cities benefited, with their delivery demand rising by 3.6 percent relative to the control group. In contrast, independent restaurants in regulated cities incurred a 6.8 percent reduction in delivery demand, coupled with reductions in their overall revenues and net profits, as well as across their different sales channels, including direct sales, platform sales, and takeout sales.
To summarize, independent restaurants in regulated cities saw reduced food orders and revenues, whereas chain restaurants, not subject to the fee caps, gained food orders and revenues. Put differently: Chain restaurants – not independent restaurants – benefited from the commission fee caps imposed across 14 cities.

The research also documents delivery platforms responding to the fee caps by adjusting their recommendations of independent restaurants, as the platforms chose instead to promote unregulated chain restaurants or restaurants from nearby non-regulated cities to consumers. As expected, consumer delivery fees in regulated cities also increased. Consequently, constituents in the regulated cities, and the very stakeholders the caps aimed to protect, ended up being harmed by the policies meant to protect them.[19]

The Benefits of Competition in Multi-Sided Markets

On-demand food delivery platforms are not unique in charging the buy-side lower fees than the sell-side. Many platforms like search engines, broadcast media, and social media use sell-side fees to subsidize individual consumers’ free and low-cost services. Other platforms such as cash-back referral websites and credit cards offer so-called “negative prices” where consumers are paid because their participation is so valuable. To support such prices and subsidies, the platforms must earn revenues from their other sides (e.g., advertisers, sellers, and retail merchants).

When policymakers get involved because some platform participants are complaining about high prices, a natural question is whether competition and/or other economic forces – without regulation – can curb the high fees, e.g., restaurant delivery fees. Economic research demonstrates that the answer is yes.[20] Specifically, research shows that a leading multi-sided platform’s ability to impose costs on sellers can be limited by the fact that sellers may shift more of their sales, or more of their higher quality service or products, to a competing platform. In particular, researchers find that in geographic areas where a leading platform faces more competition from another platform, the leader’s ability to impose costs on sellers is more limited. That is, viable platform competition can limit a platform’s incentives to appeal to the buyer side by raising costs on the seller side. Put differently, competition can limit a platform’s ability to raise sellers’ fees, because sellers have options.
Conclusions

Economists have long recognized that caps on prices can create undesirable impacts. In one poignant example, this has been shown in the pharmaceutical market for generic cancer-treating drugs, [21] where a policy that aimed to reduce costs resulted in manufacturers ceasing to produce generic cancer-treating drugs.

The policy, which was part of the Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003, effectively capped the prices of generic drugs. The disastrous result was that drug manufacturers shifted production capacity to significantly more expensive drugs – $90,000 per patient per year – and away from moderately less effective generic alternatives that cost as little as $3 per dose but were rendered unavailable.

If the market operated without the imposed caps, a shortage in generics would have caused their prices to rise to the point where other manufacturers would have been induced to produce more generics. But instead, price caps essentially shut down the generics and patients were stuck.

It is of little surprise then that for on-demand delivery platforms, which have so many tools to treat different sellers and buyers differentially, almost any regulation addressing one platform aspect would be undermined by the platforms resorting to changes in other service aspects. Instituting a fee cap is therefore bound to lead to unintended downstream effects – effects that can lead to the policy backfiring by harming not only the very restaurants a fee cap aims to protect, but also other constituents such as consumers.

The empirical findings in the economic literature highlight the complex dynamics of regulating multi-sided platforms and have immediate implications for policymakers. Although a policy that imposes a fee cap may aim to protect the interests of smaller independent restaurants, policymakers should proceed with caution, as such an indirect policy to support smaller restaurants can do the opposite.

The economic literature provides insights into the variety of unintended effects of such regulations, which arise because platforms are profit-maximizing actors that are simultaneously seeking to balance the incentives of very different sets of marketplace participants.

At the same time, economic research suggests that non-regulatory mechanisms – in particular, platform competition – can limit a platform’s incentives to raise sellers’ fees. It stands to reason that policymakers should appreciate that the on-demand food delivery market is served by
multiple competing platforms, with a number of additional platforms in development. Policymakers should nurture such competition, and consider policies that enhance competition among platforms, as more effective ways to protect restaurants in comparison to fee caps. Policymakers should also consider supporting smaller restaurants directly in the short term, including through forgivable loans and grants.
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